HOMESTAY STUDENTS SETTLE IN
This year sees us welcome three new Homestay students to the College from around the Eyre Peninsula. These students come from as far as Wudinna, Kyancutta and Kimba. Most will travel home each weekend to be with family and continue to play sport for their local clubs and keep their community connections strong. It is wonderful that these families can take advantage of our Navigator independent bus services to/from Cummins and Tumby Bay on Mondays and Fridays to help reduce their travel time.

Staff were able to meet Homestay parents at the ‘New Parent’ morning tea. It was a great opportunity to learn more about each of the families and address any questions they had. Whilst these parents will feel the absence of their children in the coming weeks and months, we can assure them our Navigator College Community will care for them and make them feel welcome.

Georgina Gaston is in her second year as a Homestay student at Navigator College and has been a great support base for the new Homestay students. "Homestay students at Navigator College definitely receive amazing support from teachers and students. They go above and beyond to ensure you are feeling comfortable and achieving your best academically. They support every decision you make, especially when it comes to Homestay. Moving away from home into a new school and home wasn’t easy, but coming to school each day knowing that I had the support I needed, really did make things easier in the beginning. I wish the new students all the best and hope they settle in well to Navigator College and their new homes."
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2016 YEAR 12 RESULTS
Many of us remember the feeling: waiting for the mail delivery containing our Year 12 results and potential university/life/career options. It may not be via ‘snail mail’ these days, but the excitement, anxiety, expectation, maybe even dread are still very real for Year 12 students come December.

For Navigator College, 2016 was another very successful year. With 97% of eligible students achieving their SACE (some have deferred completion until 2017) and an impressive number of high ATAR scores, we can celebrate with our newest 31 ‘old scholars’, the achievement that comes from hard work and dedication. With over 25% of the cohort achieving an ATAR of over 80, 32 As, 92 Bs and 5 Merits (20/20), it was an incredible year. Jasmine Slater was the 2016 College Dux with an ATAR of 98.7, followed closely by her sister Imogen with 98.45. These 2 girls also achieved 5 merits between them. An excellent effort from all of our Year 12 students.

In addition to the high level of Year 12 results, it was great to see that nearly all students who applied for university were given their first preference, with only 2 students receiving their second preference. Whilst a couple of students have deferred their studies, most will be engaging in courses such as nursing, psychology and science. We wish all of the students God’s blessings as they embark on the next chapter of their lives.

BAND PROGRAM IN FULL SWING
It is exciting to see all the Year 6-7 students arrive in the mornings with their instrument cases and the wonder of what musical magic lies ahead for each of them. With the Band Program now in full swing, the four groups will practice together weekly to learn their chosen instrument, being either trumpet, clarinet, trombone or flute. We look forward to hearing and seeing their progress during the course of the year.

SACE AWARDS PRESENTATION
Congratulations to two of our Year 12 students, Imogen and Jasmine Slater for their outstanding results in 2016 where they achieved several subject merits. They were fortunate to attend the SACE Merit Ceremony at Government House on Tuesday 7th February, where Imogen achieved a subject merit for Research Project and Jasmine received two merits, one for English Studies and one for Research Project. In 2015 both students also received Subject Awards as Year 11 students, based on their Stage 2 academic result. Imogen received a merit for Visuals Arts, whilst Jasmine received two, Music Individual Study and Music Ensemble Performance.

PEDEST PRIX TAKES OFF
The Navigator Middle School has launched its campaign to participate in the Australian HPV Super Series. HPV means Human Powered Vehicle, also known as the Pedal Prix Series. This extra-curricular opportunity presents many different ways in which both students and parents can be involved. Involvement might include training to be a rider, coaching, developing and operating communications systems, pit crew, constructing and refining vehicle design both mechanical and graphic or supporting the venture with sponsorship. We’d like to thank the group of students who volunteered to represent the College in the Tunarama procession sharing the vision of pedal prix and the starting place for our car development.
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